
 

Does your location-based mobile partner know the
location of your ads?

The digital media industry's latest obsessions are brand safety and viewability - two closely linked topics born out of the
controversial practice of programmatic advertising. Programmatic does serve certain purposes but more often than not it's
about trying to get inventory at the lowest possible rate, without actually knowing exactly where your ads are going. (Not
knowing where your ads are going... bizarre isn't it? Especially when some of the players involved claim to be location
experts, but that's the digital world we live in.)

Programmatic media buys will typically target certain categories and buy inventory at the cheapest rate in a blind auction.
This results in ad placements that are hidden below the fold at best, or behind other ad units at worst. Some of these ads
are never seen by actual people but have achieved decent click through rates. The fact that ads that can’t be seen are still
being clicked exposed the problem of fake clicks and ad fraud and this has all led to the concept of viewability.

Yes, it’s a murky space and many CMOs have rightly called on their agencies to closely look at any programmatic buying.
The simple rule for marketers should be, if a media owner can’t show you where your campaign is going to be live (for
even a single impression), because they don’t know where it is, then don’t buy it.

Closely linked to viewability is the topic of brand safety. Marketers who are buying ads in blind networks have come to the
rude awakening that sometimes these blind networks end up placing their ads exactly where they don’t want them to be.
Next to terrorist communication or porn for example. While this is often amusing for the objective viewer, the brand damage
can be massive.

So how do marketers deal with these two critical topics? Vicinity Media has the solution in it’s highly curated network of
premium ad placements.

Over the last three years Vicinity has been hard at work fine tuning it’s well over 200 placements to ensure viewability. All of
our premium publishers have either an adhesion banner or an in feed, paragraph breaking MREC. These are the two best
performing mobile units because they’re either always visible or visible in article, so on screen for a number of seconds
before being scrolled. And with great viewability comes great performance – our curated network consistently achieves
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over 1% CTR.

Of course at Vicinity we don’t think you should just take our word for it. We have now successfully integrated with the
majority of the viewability tracking software around and have enjoyed excellent initial results. Our first test campaign run
with IAS tracking has had a 99% success rate.

Brand safety is easier to achieve. Simply buy premium inventory and there’s no chance you’ll end up with your ads in
compromising environments.

Are these two industry buzzwords further death knells to the programmatic market? Probably not but they will change it for
the better. In the meantime, speak to Vicinity Media and gain access to true location targeting within South Africa’s biggest
premium network where performance, brand safety and viewability come standard.
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